
REAL-WORLD ROOTS
Point shooting has its roots in the street

work and officer training conducted by
British police officers W.E. Fairbairn and
E.A. Sykes while officers of the Shanghai,
China police force between World Wars I
and II. In a 12-year period, the department
accounted for 260 street thugs killed and
193 wounded-and that is just the shoot-
ings with pistols!

ICPS is Albert Timen's updated version of
the Israeli method of combat point shooting
and is based on his personal experiences
in Israel using the method in live COC/COB
circumstances. It isn't a theoretical system
because, like Fairbairn and Syk ,h hns
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There is another reason the Israelis keep
condition three as a carry condition in c r
tain parts of the security forces and polloo.
In Israel a lot of police officers get attacked.
Walking through a crowd is a very real d f1
ger for uniformed cops, and terrorists h VI
taken the officer's gun out of the hol It I
and then killed the officer with it. Here in lIH
USA, many holsters have a built-in rot 1\
tion device that is incorporated into trainlrlll
In Israel, they adapt training and motho.ln
to the equipment. They carry in condluon
three so 111l lh orne r ha rnorru 111(II
tw to Il COV( 1 11)( piUl I wh!l tin 1)(1(1lilly

pistol in condition three (full magazine, ham-
mer down on an empty chamber). "Often,
people overlook the need to understand
context," Albert Timen explained to me.
When Israel was still a fledgling nation it pro-
cured arms from any source it COUld. Con-
sequently, many different firearms of varying
condition and quality were fielded, often with
minimal training. In an effort to standardize
procedures, all semi-auto pistols, regardless
of design, were carried in condition three.
Today, Israel still fields various firearms with
different operating systems from Glock to
Browning Hi Power, Beretta and mor .
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